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Mobile train ticket booking app

Top Business Mobile Apps Use this guide to read reviews and client feedback by leading Budapest mobile app developers. Preview companies past work and connect with the best mobile app development company in Budapest. Latest Articles Today BookScout makes its official debut on Facebook. This free app susses
out your timeline and your likes to makeToday BookScout make its official debut on Facebook. This free app susses out your timeline and your likes to make personalized suggestions for books you can enjoy. Okay, it's not quite the same as your favorite old bookseller who handpicked your reading, but with brick-and-
mortar stores closing and an overwhelming number of choices online, it's nice to have even a virtual someone point you in the right direction. Although BookScout was developed by Random House, it will recommend books from all publishers and will link to major retailers. You can also use the app to create your own
digital bookshelf, and see what your friends are reading. A bit like Goodreads, perhaps, but a new chapter for Facebook—and a welcome addition to the cultural conversation. Google Earth (free)* Integrated with geo-placed Wikipedia entries and photos from Panoramia, Google Earth ties viewing perspective to the
phone's tilt. Travelocity TravelTools (free) Waiting times for security, gates and baggage areas as well as flight delays updated in real time? We're there. Bloomberg (free)* Turn the phone sideways for an immediate, detailed stock chart. Monitor leading and lagging companies or a hypercustomized portfolio. BeeJiveIM
($15.99)* A top app despite the hefty price tag, BeeJive merges all major chat platforms and allows you to send emails, images, voice clips and PDF files, all directly from the chat. eWallet ($9.99)* Keep your bank and credit card information without fear of losing your phone, thanks to 256-bit encryption. Maze ($2.99) A
modern spin on a handheld classic. Tilt the iPhone to navigate a silver bullet through a maze — without letting it fall into any holes. ••••Urban Explorer•••• UrbanSpoon (free)* Employing the iPhone's accelerometer and GPS, this restaurant finder generates lists with a flick on the wrist. CityTransit ($2.99) Navigate the
NYC subway with a GPS-enabled station finder, maps and real-time service updates. In San Francisco, try Routesy. Pandora (free)* A smooth stream across EDGE and 3G, it smartly introduces users to new music by crafting custom radio stations based on their favorite artists. Loopt (free)* Make social networks 3-D by
tracking your friends' physical location through GPS. Craigsphone (free) Take Craigslist on the streets with the Stuff Nearby feature, which filters contact persons and for sale items located within walking distance. NPR Mobile (free) This unofficial app allows you to skip piece by piece podcasts and stream local NPR
stations. ••••Creative Ocarina ($0.99) Blow into the microphone and tap virtual flute valves to turn your iPhone into a player – and then eavesdrop on melodies melodies more than 700,000 users. Tweetie ($2.99) Superclean interface facilitates drive-by Twittering, while delving functionality allows you to search, juggle
multiple accounts, and track trends. Cor.Kz Wine Info ($4.99) Up your oenophile cred with this reference to 800,000 reviews of 585,000 wines. Photogene ($2.99) A smart photo editor who complements the basics (crop, level) with fun perks like thought bubbles and heat-map shading. Spore Origins ($4.99) Based on the
multi-platform game by Sims creator Will Wright, this app for changing organisms has spawned several fan sites. Target (free) Generate gift ideas — and a list of nearby Target stores that have the items in stock — with this slot machine-like app. ••••Type A•••• Evernote (free) Store ideas – text, geo-tagged photos or
voice memos – as they happen and easily scan them later with cloud-based synchronization. Enigmo ($0.99) A Winner of the Apple Worldwide Developer's Conference, Enigmo is a 3D puzzle that challenges players to control a stream of water using drums, wedges, sponges and trampolines. Midomi (free) Hold your
phone's microphone close to an audio source (even if it's your humming mouth) and Midomi will identify the song and artist. iFood Assistant ($0.99) Rarely is a brand that can display ads and charge for an app, but Kraft's 7,000 recipes and instructional videos make it the fifth most popular lifestyle app. Todo ($9.99)
Easily enter new details. Click-to-call (or email or browse) directly from the app. Share tasks. Sync to desktop manager. Done, done, done, and done. SaveBenjis ($0.99) Price check! Punch in a product name or barcode and get the lowest price from hundreds of e-tailers, including Best Buy, Target, and Wal-Mart.
Mint.com (free) Track your cash flow with this to-go version of the popular money-management service. Lose your phone? Mint.com offers a kill switch to keep out prying eyes. BeamSuite ($49.99) Get this app to access PDF, Office and RTF docs, and stop grousing about the clunkiness of email attachments on
BlackBerry. Trapster (free)‡ Warn other drivers when you spot a speed trap with a tap on your phone, and in turn get alerts when approaching a waiting radar gun. AutoStandby ($5.95) Maximizes your phone's battery life with a semi-sleep mode, without blocking incoming calls and text messages. BBTran (free) instantly
translates 40-plus languages, including in email and texts, using four different software options. Viigo (free) BlackBerry's best mobile RSS reader also keeps you up-to-the-minute on weather, flights, podcasts, and Facebook. Beyond411 (free) Basic but important, the former Berry411 is a deep resource, even providing
driving directions. •••Fun•••• Whrrl (free)‡ With this social networking fair and mapping, you can stalk your friends in real time, commenting via text or photo. Vlingo Voice-driven software — built with IBM core speech-recognition tech — translates your dulcet tones into text so you can dial, email, text, and update statuses
on Twitter and and Hands. Slifter (free)‡ Talk about comparison shopping: More than 1 million people have tapped this app's GPS filtered database of 450 million products in 270,000 locations. ShoZu (free)‡ Post audio, video, text and photos directly to 30 social sites, such as Blogger, Facebook, Flickr and Twitter, and
read and respond to comments. Zagat To Go ($30/year)‡ More than 30,000 restaurant ratings make it useful. The ability to search with GPS, add reservations to your calendar and click-to-call makes it awesome. Android Locale (free) This GPS-enabled app automatically adjusts phone settings based on location, such
as changing phones to vibrate when you enter the office or theater. Cab4me (free) Stop waving your arm in vain. This app points you to the nearest taxi rack and delivers a list of local taxi companies to call. Ecorio (free) Estimate your daily carbon production by keeping this GPS-bound app running in your phone's
background. Gmote (free) Use your phone as a remote control: Stream music from your computer, control movies, and more. SlingPlayer Mobile ($29.99)* Tap into your home TV to channel the surf, watch your DVR and schedule future recordings. WorldMate Live (free)* View multiple time zones, weather forecasts,
maps, and flight updates by simply entering your itinerary. Fring (free)‡ Combines Skype, AIM, Twitter, Facebook and Last.fm into one easy-to-use app. Pocket Express (free)‡ * Buy movie tickets, reverse posse phone numbers, and more. *Also available on BlackBerry. ‡Also available on iPhone. TicketLeap is trying to
reshape how we find and participate in online events. Earlier this month launched a brand new event-creating engine that hopes to make it much easier for everyone to create a professional-looking event page, and sell tickets. This is not Ticketmaster, and is not intended for pop stars and headlining bands as much as it
is you and me. Keep a rager and want to invite everyone? Do you want to sell tickets to your Bat Mitzvah? Planning a fundraiser? TicketLeap could handle the next Rolling Stones tour, but it's really built for the event planner in all of us. Related Black Friday Sales What we've done as a ticket industry is kind of uninspired,
boring, said Tim Raybould, CEO of TicketLeap, who described most ticketing systems as glorified cash registers. Our target customers are people who create events for a purpose ... What we want to do is empower these people who create events that are true to their personality and they care about... to give them a
platform that they can bring people together around something they care about. Creating my Olympic Rumpus on TicketLeap Because TicketLeap doesn't charge for canceling events (it takes $1 plus 2 percent of ticket sales for non-free events), I gave the new event creator a whirl. Being a mobile writer, I downloaded
the smartphone app first, but it mainly used to check up on events that are already in production or accept tickets at the door. To create an event, you still need a good old old or a lot of patience. In honor of the Olympics, I created the JVC Winter Rumpus In about five minutes. The system let me quickly add an Olympic
wallpaper, description, photo gallery, select the date of the event, set an accent color, set a hashtag for people to Tweet or Instagram, and create ticket types and prices. 1. Customization page 2. My event on a desktop browser Although it's a little harder to find, you can also create a full seat chart from scratch. I chose to
create a simple one marking seats on my two sofas. To maximize capacity, I planned to force five people to sit on each sofa. Things are always cozy in a JVC Olympic Rumpus. I chose to make tickets for free for my non-existent Winter Olympics Rumpus party, but you can also set up how you want people to pay you.
TicketLeap has its own payment system, PayPal also accepted. The coolest thing about the event creation page is that you can see a preview of how your Page will look on an iPad and iPhone with the click of a button. Right now there is only one main theme to choose from, but more are in the pipeline, we are told.
Mobile First, for real For some context, I tried to create the same event in EventBrite, one of the most popular event-making systems. The experience was smoother (perhaps smoother), but the website you get has a complicated, long URL and isn't mobile friendly, which is where TicketLeap shines. Each TicketLeap site
is built to work on the modern web and feels more like your own destination than a corporate ticketing page, which Beah told me was one of the goals. We literally did 'mobile-first.' I'm not just using it loosely, said Burger-Lenehan, vice president of product at TicketLeap. I wouldn't review any desktop themes until we were
happy with the mobile version. 1. The main page of event 2. Photo Galleries 3. Buying your ticket The number of people visiting TicketLeap is on a threshold. Mobile purchases have been steadily increasing and are now tying those visiting on desktop computers. These days, the two platforms tend to tango. One day PC
visits are up, and the next day smartphones and tablets rule. But soon Beah and Tim think that a majority of its users won't be on computers, and they're ready. Still, despite being so mobile-friendly on the display end, TicketLeap's mobile app and interface are not as simple as some rivals. It has all the traffic analysis,
email pushing, and Facebook integration needed to keep couples, but doesn't blow rivals out of the water with its backside. If you're hoping for Squarespace by event ticket sales, TicketLeap isn't there yet. Yet the end product is what counts and it surpasses many other platforms by focusing on simplicity and ease of use.
Jumping forward? TicketLeap brought in $71 million in ticket sales throughout 2013 and its new sites, launched in early January, already helped it set new records. January was the best month in the company's history, they told me. The team plans to announce more new new at the Launch Festival later this month. The
topic on their minds: how to improve the current ticket redemption system. Right now, if people want to come to your event, you have to count them manually or use QR codes, which are not fun. TicketLeap believes it has a better solution. What it is, we don't know. TicketLeap can still refine its event-creating engine, but
it's great to see a ticketing platform drive the web forward by focusing on smartphones and tablets. If you plan to host your own Olympic rumpus, you might want to consider it. We don't recommend using the hashtag #rumpus though. It's more popular than you'd think. Editor recommendations Recommendations
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